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Abstract: This study investigated in part the antidiabetic mechanism of combined extracts of V. amydalina
(VA) and A. indica (AI) by evaluating the effect of a 28-day treatment on histology of pancreas and liver
of normal and diabetic rats. Untreated streptozotocin (STZ) diabetic rats presented damaged islets,
markedly shrunken in mass (< 20% in the few surviving cells) and infiltrated with lymphocytes, features
significantly different from the non-diabetic control rats which showed preserved (numerous) islets cell
mass devoid of fibrosis, distributed widely with well stained nuclei. But intervention with single extracts
of VA, AI and in combination caused a recovery / reversal but not with sub cutaneous insulin treatment.
The extent of recovery was however, partial with VA, better with AI and distinct and total with combined
extracts of VA and AI. Result of histopathology of liver parallel that observed with the pancreas in terms
of treatment with single and combined extracts. Combined extracts of VA and AI can protect against
diabetes induced liver damage and may exert its anti-hyperglycemic action via induced islet cell
regeneration in diabetes subjects.   
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INTRODUCTION

Antidiabetic medicinal plants are in general known
to exert their beneficial effect(s) on diabetes via various
modes and mechanisms depending on the
phytochemicals and bioactive agents endowed in such
plants or a collection of plants. These mechanisms have
been enumerated to include among others, modulation
of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism in the liver,
influence on beta cell integrity and insulin releasing
activity, aldose reductase and antioxidant defence
system manipulation, and glucose uptake and
utilisation[1]. Others include interference with
carbohydrate digestion / absorption, insulin-like action
and inhibition of insulinase activity[2].

In experimental diabetes models where certain
chemical agents are used to induce type 1 diabetes, the
pancreatic beta cells of the subjects used are selectively
destroyed leading to a total lack or deprived insulin
production, hence chronic hyperglycaemia. Intervention
with various plant extracts have shown evidence that
the hitherto destroyed beta cells can be regenerated and
in most cases, the partly non-destroyed cells protected
from further degeneration by the activity of the
extract(s). For instance, a naturally occurring flavonoid
(-)-epicatechin (1)[3], chard – Beta vulgaris L. var
cida[4], silymarin[5], Terminalia catappa leaves[6], walnut

leaves – Julgaris regia L.[7] and Gymnema sylvestre[8,9]

used as traditional diabetes managements exert their
antidiabetic action by regeneration of previously
necrosed pancreatic beta cells, hence re-establishing
insulin production.

The present study therefore investigated the effect
of a combination of extracts from two reported
antidiabetic plants on pancreatic histology of both
normal and STZ diabetic rats, with a view to
understanding at least in part the  antidiabetic
mechanism of the combined plant extracts. Plant
products exploiting beta cell regenerative mechanism
are of particular interest because they, according to
Bnouham et al.[9] are useful in management of both
type I and type II diabetes mellitus.

Additionally, the effect of this potential therapy on
liver histology of normal and diabetic rats was
evaluated. The liver is the cardinal organ of the body
preoccupied with the function of glucose homeostasis
and biotransformation of xenobiotics / drugs[10]

including plant extracts. It is therefore imperative to
understand the impact of a potential management
option such as this on its gross architectural integrity
/ morphology.

Vernonia amydalina and A. indica are two plants
used traditionally in the management of diabetes and
they respectively belong to the Compositae and
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Meliceae families. Lead investigation in our laboratory
had shown that combined extracts from these two
plants demonstrates higher efficacy in terms of
glycaemic control relative to the individual extracts[11].
It became necessary therefore that further investigation
into its antidiabetic mechanism be carried out, hence
the present study.   

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of Plant Materials: Matured leaves of
Vernonia amygdalina (Del.) and Azadirachta indica (A.
Juss) were respectively collected from the Endocrine
Research Farm, and the staff village, University of
Calabar. These were duly authenticated and Voucher
specimens deposited in a herbarium (ERU/2006/011
and ERU/2006/012 respectively) in the Department of
Botany. The leaves were rinsed severally with clean tap
water to remove dust particles and debris and thereafter
allowed to completely drain. 

Preparation of Plant Extracts: The plant materials
were separately chopped with a knife and one kilogram
(1kg) each of A. indica and V. amygdalina was
homogenized with an electric blender in 1.95 and 2.25
litres of 80% (v/v) ethanol respectively. The mixtures
were then allowed for 48hrs in a refrigerator at 40C for
thorough extraction of the plants’ active components.
These were then filtered with cheesecloth and later
with Whatman No. 1 filter paper to obtain a
homogenous filtrate. The filtrates were thereafter
concentrated in vacuo at low temperature (37- 400C) to
about one tenth the original volume using a rotary
evaporator. The concentrates were further allowed open
in a water bath (400C) for complete dryness yielding
40.54g (4.054%) and 34.71g (3.471%) of greenish
brown and brown oily substances for V. amygdalina
and A. indica respectively. The extracts were then
refrigerated at 2- 80C until use.

Animals and Experimental Design: Sixty male albino
rats of Wistar strain weighing about 140-180g were
obtained from the animal house of the Department of
Zoology and Environmental Biology, University of
Calabar, Calabar. The animals were allowed to
acclimatize for three weeks in the animal house of the
Department of Biochemistry during which they were
housed in well ventilated cages (wooden bottom and
wire mesh top) and kept under controlled
environmental conditions of temperature (25 ± 50C),
relative humidity (50 ± 5%) and 12 hour light / dark
cycle. The 60 rats were divided into 5 parallel groups
consisting of a diabetic and a non-diabetic batch each
of 6 animals per group (table 1). 

Induction of Experimental Diabetes: Prior to diabetes
induction, the rats were subjected to 12hr fast, and then
diabetes was induced by intraperitoneal injection of
65mg/kg b.w. with streptozotocin (STZ) (Sigma St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A) reconstituted in saline solution.
Control animals received saline only. Seven days after
STZ treatment, diabetes was confirmed in STZ treated
rats with a fasting blood sugar concentration $
200mg/dl. This was estimated using One Touch ®

Glucometer (Lifescan, Inc. 1995 Milpas, California,
U.S.A) with blood obtained from the tail vein of the
rats.  

Experimental Protocol: Diabetic and non-diabetic
animals were grouped as shown in table 1 and
accordingly, treated with extracts and insulin. The
dosages of the plant extracts were as determined from
preliminary work in our laboratory whereas insulin
dose, NPH (5U/kg b.w. s.c.) was as previously used by
Sonia and Srinivasan[12]. The plant extracts were
administered via gastric intubation, twice per day
(6.00am: 6.00pm) and insulin once per day post
prandial (6.00pm). The animals were maintained on
pelletised growers mash obtained from Vital Feeds, Jos,
Plateau State, Nigeria, and tap water. Both the feed and
water were provided ad libitum and environmental
conditions maintained as stated earlier throughout the
28 days.

Collection of Samples for Analysis: At the end of the
28 days, food was withdrawn from the rats and they
were fasted overnight but the animals had free access
to water. They were then euthanized under chloroform
vapour and sacrificed. Internal organs including
pancreas and liver were surgically removed. These
were immediately blotted using filter paper to remove
traces of blood and then weighed with an analytical
balance. Thereafter, the tissues were suspended in 10%
formal saline for fixation preparatory to histological
processing. 

Histopathological Studies: The fixed pancreatic and
liver tissues were sectioned (5-micron thickness) and
sections firstly stained with basic dyes, Heamatoxilin
and Eosin (H&E) according to Conn[13] procedure and
later pancreatic sections were specifically stained for
beta cells by the aldehyde fuschin procedure as
described by Gomeri[14] and photomicrographs
developed (x 400) as shown below.

Result:
Effects of Treatment on Histology of the Liver
Tissue: Results of the cellular architecture and integrity
of the hepatocytes as examined in this study revealed
cell sequestration, indistinct cell nuclei and outline –
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the sinusoids were non-radiating and tend to be wider
and interrupted in the untreated STZ diabetic rats. Also
the hepatocytes were degenerated and number of nuclei
reduced (plate 4.1DL). On the other hand, non-diabetic
control liver histology showed distinct lobulation with
a central vein (plate 4.1NL). Sinusoids radiate out from
the central vein; hepatocytes were distinct, well stained
and showing distinct single or polynuclei. Treatment
with extracts of VA caused partial reversal in the
lesions observed with STZ treatment (plate 4.2DL). The
nuclei of the outlined hepatocytes were rather faint.
There was better improvement with AI extracts
treatment compared to VA extract. The hepatocytes of
Ai treated rats were distinctly outlined together with
their nuclei, implying an increase in activity of the
cells (plate 4.3DL). Combined administration of extracts
of VA and AI showed hepatocytes similar to non-
diabetic control histology: Distinct lobulation, sinusoids
radiating and hepatocytes well outlined together with
the nuclei and brightly stained (plate 4.4DL). These
features were similar to those of insulin treated rat
(plate 4.5DL) and both compared well with the non-
diabetic control histology. Administration of VA extract
to non-diabetic rats showed features of mild injury –
fairly indistinct cell outlines and non-prominent nuclei
(plate 4.2NL). This was however not the case with AI
extract treatment, which presented a histological
architecture even better than non-diabetic control (plate
4.3NL). Treatment with combined extracts of VA and
AI in non diabetic rats produced a normal liver
histology with features and stains more prominent than
both normal control, AI extracts treated, and insulin
treated (plate 4.4NL). Treatment with insulin showed no
features of injury; although the nuclei were not in all
cases conspicuous. The extent of reversal and recovery
was partial with VA, better with AI, distinct and total
with a combination of VA and AI extracts.

Effect of Treatment on Histology of the Pancreatic
Tissues: The investigation also examined the histology
of treated non diabetic and diabetic rats[plates 4.1NP-
4.5NP and plates 4.1DP- 4.5DP, respectively] as a
possible site of antidiabetic agents. Untreated STZ
diabetic rats[plate 4.1DP] presented with damaged islets
markedly reduced[shrunken] in mass, less than 20% in
the few surviving islets. There was also observed
infiltration of lymphocytes – general fibrosis, whereas
the non-diabetic rats showed preserved (numerous)
islets, with cell mass devoid of fibrosis, the islets
widely distributed throughout the exocrine pancreas and
demonstrated well stained nuclei[plate 4.1NP].
Treatment with VA extract caused a partial recovery in
damage to islet cell - moderate reduction in islet cell
mass and fibrosis[plate 4.2DP]. Whereas more
prominent recovery was produced by treatment with AI

extract – islet cell mass preserved, devoid of islet
fibrosis, most prominent in islet-cell recovery was
combined administration of extracts of VA and AI[plate
4.4DL]. This was not significantly different from plate
4.1NP[non diabetic control]. Treatment with insulin did
not affect the damaged islets and was similar to
diabetic control[plate 4.5DP]. Administration of extracts
of VA, AI, VA and AI combined and insulin to non
diabetic rats did not cause any significant change or
effect on the pancreas of test animals. Again as with
liver histology, treatment with extract reversed lesions
produced by STZ administration, a possible islet cell
regeneration .However, the extent of reversal and
recovery was partial with VA extract, better with AI
and distinct and total with combined extracts of VA
and AI. 

Discussion: The liver is one of the tissues that bear the
brunch of chronic hyperglycaemia, since glucose is
freely permeable to its cells[15]. This unrestrained entry,
in the presence of excess and sustained glucose in
blood, is bound to cause metabolic derangements which
would express themselves on the gross architecture of
the tissues. In this study, untreated diabetic rats
presented with a sequestered and disoriented cellular
architecture in accordance with our earlier report[16].
This, as in our previous report usually correlates with
increased concentration of liver enzyme activities –
AST, ALT and ALP in serum. The altered architecture
of the hepatocytes allows for leakage of liver enzymes
into serum and hence their increased activities in
serum. 

Administration of extracts of VA, AI only, VA and
AI combined and insulin ameliorated or reversed these
features. This obviously results from the anti-
hyperglycemic action of these treatments. As the
pathogenic factor – hyperglycaemia is ameliorated or
reversed, normal metabolism gradually becomes re-
established, so also the gross architecture of the tissues,
as was the case with administration of VA extracts in
our earlier report[16]. VA extracts could only cause a
partial recovery in treated diabetic rats and even in
non-diabetic rats caused features of mild injury, but not
the case with AI extracts. This may imply that at
certain concentrations and duration of treatment VA
extracts might become toxic to the hepatocytes. This is
particularly so, because Igile and co-workers[17] had
reported toxic effects of feeding VA supplemented diet
and VA extracts in mice. Ojiako and Nwanjo[18] have
also indicated slight elevation in serum ALT activity of
rats given 100mg/Kg b.w of extracts of VA for 14days.
We administered 200mg/Kg b.w and for 28days in this
present investigation. The absence of these features in
rats that received AI extracts may imply that AI extract
is  more  protective  to the hepatocytes both in normal
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Plate 4.1: Photomicrographs of liver (diabetic, DL and non-diabetic, NL) and pancreas (diabetic, DP and non-
diabetic, NP) of control rats given placebo treatment (X 400). H&E = Haematoxilin and Eosin,
G=Gomeri stains.

physiology and diabetic pathophysiology. This finding
is in agreement with our report on the parallel
antidiabetic effects of VA and AI extracts[11]. The
complete recovery in liver histology of rats
administered combined extracts of VA and AI would
result from a modulation of the seeming toxic effects
of VA by AI extracts, hence positive synergy. This had
earlier been indicated using serum indices of liver
function[11]. The present result therefore supports and
corroborates the synergistic action of VA and AI
extracts in protecting the hepatocytes against possible
hyperglycaemia induced damage. 

Pancreatic lesions induced by streptozotocin (STZ)
leading to full blown diabetes were reversed upon
treatment with extracts in this study – a possible
pancreatic islets cell regeneration. Streptozotocin is
known to induce chemical diabetes (type 1) by
selective destruction of pancreatic beta cells through
three processes viz: DNA alkylation, nitric oxide

production and free radical generation[19]. This was
observed in this study as diabetic control rat pancreas
showed markedly reduced and sunken islets mass,
infiltrated by lymphocytes - general fibrosis. This
observation agrees with several reports in literature of
STZ damage to pancreas[4,20] and also another
diabetogenic agent – alloxan[5,6,7]. As with these cited
works, treatment with our extracts ameliorated and
reversed the lesions. A plant extract with the ability to
ameliorate this type of diabetes will necessarily address
in part or whole, the reactive oxygen species generation
process or their concentration both in serum and the
tissues. This implies that the plant must be endowed
with antioxidants which would reverse the cytotoxic
cycle of STZ in the pancreas, or at least mop up or
‘quench’ the population of ROS in circulation. The
antioxidant properties and components of Vernonia
amygdalina[21] and Azadirachta indica[22] have been
reported.
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Plate 4.2: Photomicrograph of liver (diabetic, DL and non-diabetic, NL) and pancreas (diabetic, DP and non-
diabetic, NP) of rats treated with 200mg/kg b.w. of VA extracts (X 400). H&E = Haematoxilin and
Eosin, G=Gomeri stains.

Plate 4.3: Photomicrograph of liver (diabetic, DL and non-diabetic, NL) and pancreas (diabetic, DP and non-
diabetic, NP) of rats treated with 200mg/kg b.w. of AI extracts (X 400). H&E = Haematoxilin and
Eosin, G=Gomeri stains.
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Plate 4.4: Photomicrographs of liver (diabetic, DL and non-diabetic, NL) and pancreas (diabetic, DP and non-
diabetic, NP) of rats treated with combined extracts of VA and AI (100mg/kg b.w. of each) (X 400).
H&E = Haematoxilin and Eosin, G=Gomeri stains.

Plate 4.5: Photomicrographs of liver (diabetic, DL and non-diabetic, NL) and pancreas (diabetic, DP and non-
diabetic, NP) of rats treated with 5mg/kg b.w. of insulin (X 400). H&E = Haematoxilin and Eosin,
G=Gomeri stains.
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Earlier report from our laboratory has also
demonstrated the presence of phytochemicals with
known antioxidant properties like the flavonoids,
polyphenols and micronutrients (antioxidant vitamins
and micronutrients) in the leaves of these plants[23]. The
action of these phytochemicals and nutrients may have
arrested the free radical generation process or mop up
the circulating radicals responsible for histological
lesions and complications of diabetes, thereby allowing
for regeneration of pancreatic islets cells. 

The extent of recovery and reversal in our study
was partial with VA extracts treatment, better with AI
treatment and distinct and total with combined extracts
treatment. This may imply the relative abundance of
the antioxidant components in these two plants. Our
previous studies had shown that AI has a higher
potential to reverse pancreatic islets cell lesions
compared to VA[24]. A possible synergistic interaction
between and among components from the two plants
with respect to pancreatic cell recovery has been
demonstrated from this result, as this has not been
previously reported. 

Combined extracts of VA and AI demonstrates a
possible synergy in pancreatic islets cells regeneration
as one of its antidiabetic mechanisms, far and above
single extracts of VA and AI. 
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